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One of the grandest streets in London’s, Eaton Place, is no stranger to the wonders of lux-
ury. So, when Fenton Whelan took on a redesign they followed suit and created a luxurious 
interior wonderland—a perfect setting for the decor brand KOKET’s seductive statement 
pieces to add their flare.

The Penthouse at Eaton Place stretches across the top three floors of a two-building com-
plex providing breathtaking views of central London. A perfect blend of contemporary and 
classical styles was input to reflect the character of the historic building while creating 
an unmatched level of luxury and sophistication. Each floor is thoughtfully designed with 
splashes of KOKET alongside other luxurious furniture to create a space as stunning on the 
inside as the view on the terrace. 

Upon first entering the third floor, the master suite along with two extra bedrooms are 
each touched with ambition and high-quality luxury furniture while maintaining a cozy feel. 
Walnut wardrobes and paneling, gorgeous marble, polished brass details, and champagne 
crystal accents beautifully adorn each room.

On the fourth floor  is the kitchen, living room, dining room, and an additional bedroom. Two 
emerald velvet KOKET Vamp Sofas add an extra touch of luxury by bringing a pop of color 
into the space. A bespoke feature wall with Daino Reale marble and sycamore veneer details 
serves as a beautiful focal point in this majestic living area. Throughout this floor, intimate 
wallpapers, antique accessories, and a variety of finishes with luxurious furnishings prove 
Fenton Whelan’s attention to detail pays off in the most stunning of ways.

LUXURY FURNITURE SHINES IN A  
FENTON WHELAN INTERIOR WONDERLAND

A gorgeous penthouse apartment in Eaton Place Belgravia designed 
by London-based firm Fenton Whelan features exquisite luxury 

furniture and decor by KOKET
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The fifth floor boasts an entertainment suite and sprawling terrace. Fenton Whelan thought 
of everything, from the underfloor heating up to the coffered ceilings with mood lighting. 
Sophisticated finishes delight, from dark stained black oak floors with antique bronze trim 
and American walnut doors with beveled bronze mirror inlay to glass pendant lights and a 
custom bar area. A masculine sofa is accented by the lovely luxurious KOKET Naomi Chair’s 
feminine silhouette complimenting the rooms warm appeal.

Fenton Whelan has sincerely outdone themselves, showcasing their talent for detail, the 
finest luxury furniture and top quality finished, with yet another project of pure prestige!

https://bykoket.com/download/press/press-packs/2019/Fenton-Whelan-Interior-Wonderland-by-Koket.zip
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ABOUT KOKET

Natália Vilaca 
PRESS DIRECTOR
natalia@bykoket.com 
Skype at nataliavilaca101

Daring design aesthetic, high impact events, lavish presentations, notoriously risqué ad 
campaigns, and inspiring editorial, have an uncanny way of conveying KOKET’s mission to 
inspire love and empower through its statement pieces and unique design-driven experienc-
es and content.

The innate desire to seduce and entice its devotees is perfectly illustrated in the Guilty 
Pleasures and Exotic Opulence Collections composed of dramatic case goods, luscious 
upholstery, exquisite lighting, and decadent furs; all of which mesmerize with their magi-
cal mineral medleys, luxe metallics, vibrant jewel tones, and exotic feathers. With over two 
hundred designs and counting, KOKET has become a go-to source for interior designers and 
consumers looking to create unique spaces which exude sensuality and style.

KOKET’s savoir-faire is intoxicating! The line is manufactured by master artisans and jew-
elers who leave no detail or element forgotten. The brand’s principal designers are a group 
of exceptionally artistic and well-rounded product designers who are led by Founder & CEO 
Janet Morais’ creative eye and almost fanatic drive for perfection. KOKET is managed by an 
elite staff of highly skilled individuals who strive to create moments of design seduction 
while seamlessly selling the collection worldwide through a selective network of interior 
designers and luxury retail stores. The darling of the furniture industry carries an admirable 
list of accolades in the film industry, major international retail projects, top world hotels and 
hundreds of publications in the most renowned shelter and luxury publications.

Inês Costa 
PRESS & MARKETING ASSOCIATE 
press@bykoket.com 
Skype at inescosta_30
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